LEGEND

Dawn to dusk hours please.
Access hours sunrise to sunset!

Proposed Trail Alignment
Desired Connection

Our current systems are lacking dedicated
maintenance (on-going). Do you have
plans/resources to include funding and
labor to improve maintenance?

Have you worked with storm water. Need to
include drainage now. Need to restore land.

Existing Rogue Trails
Existing Park Trails
Existing Sidewalks

Where is the fenced-in off leash dog park?

Existing Urban Trails

Lots of volunteer help is available for trail construction and maintenance.

UCCS Trails
Project Study Area

If building new trails, where applicable,
please do not do machine built! Machines
are fast, but aren’t they more expensive?
North approach to Pulpit Rock is over used!
Becoming dangerous. South approach is
getting bad also. Too many people will ruin
an iconic feature of Colorado Springs.

Trail head to Pulpit Rock is by our house. People are on
that trail every day, more on weekends and holidays.
They leave trash, throw beer cans, plastic drink cups
and straws, cigarettes butts, marijuana wrappers, and
alcohol bottles in to our bushes. The have broken our
path lights, stolen our mail. Some go on the path on
motorized bikes. They park in our cul-de-sac. Some
sit in their cars and leave the motor running for 2030 minutes. Some play loud music on their radios
while sitting in the front of our house. You can hear
the reverberations coming from the boom boom of
their radios. They allow their dogs to defecate on our
property. They stay on path or in the park past 10 pm.
Can we at least have a huge trash can and possibly
rope or chain off entrance at 10 pm in the summer and
9 pm in the winter. Please have someone from Parks
and Rec monitor the trail head at our cul-de-sac to
make it less trashy and unsafe? Their are nice, decent
folks who go down the path and create no problems.
Some folks build fires at the end of the trail just before
going to Pulpit Rock.

Trail 8’ wide. This is not a connection
to another park . Bushes have been
continually cut back so it’s probably
12’ wide now. This should be a trail
again not a road.

Post better signs about
encountering rattlesnakes
in Pulpit Rock and what to
do if you see one or get bit.
Similar to what they have
in Monument/Palmer Lake
about mountain lions.

Keep neighborhood trail.

Trail access off Spurwood.
When cars park on Spurwood
along the curve it is a safety
issue. Along the curve put no
parking signs.
Trail Signage. No parking
signs on Spurwood.

Parking along Spurwood is a
problem. Street is too narrow
to handle extra cars.

Lets show homeowners how
proper development of this area
can help them not hurt them.

Please make sure there is
good trail access from the
south to Pulpit Rock.

Keep trails skinny to help keep speeds of users
slower and reduce collisions.

Will there be trails for bikers?
This existing trail (red) does
not exist. No trailhead.
Please build pump track and
dirt jumps for safer skills
development. Also dedicate
funds to maintain them.
Who authorized a staircase up to
Pulpit Rock?? If it is just a proposal yet,
how can we citizens weigh in on this?

Keep the single track. World class bike riding.
Keep single track mountain biking.

If there is a stepper, also have
a down trail and an up trail.
More single track trails.
Small incline idea at Pulpit Rock
is genius. Four people agree.

Only 3 access point for UCCS
seems unenforceable.

Prefer this trail to the one north.

Opposed to staircase up to Pulpit
Rock if it defaces the rock.

Bikers/Hikers look for trails that connect to others and to
trailheads. Thank you for not closing connecting trails.

Rough trail for hikers.
This trail needs to be
smoothed out.

Why are there no trials in th southwest
area of University Park?

Crosswalk at Collegiate.

Upper access to Austin Bluffs
parcel along Rockhurst Blvd.
City owns the parking lot.

Need to control access after park hours. I
see people on Pulpit Rock at all hours of the
night. Signs and police intervention.

Where is the entry for Austin Bluffs parcel?

New trailhead and parking
on southwest side of the
Open Space.
Southeast corner of Austin Bluffs and
Union. Social trail developing where
people are cutting the corner.

There should be at least one more access point to Austin
Bluffs Open Space between Campus Bluffs Ct. and
Rimwood Drive. There are social trails, but only private land
access. Need one more access at south side entrance.

With more foot traffic, what are the plans for
security, park rangers, fire risk, etc.

At this point none of the trails have
names. There are no maps either.
This needs to be the first priority
when the master plan is initiated.

Is funding considered for trail maps/signs to direct folks around the
system to help prevent new social trails from forming?

Provide high resolution overhead
picture with proposed trails online.

PUBLIC INPUT MAP - 2ND PUBLIC MEETING
TRAIL CONCEPT

Mile markers along the trail would be great.
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